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Abstract — In this paper, electric field shielding effectiveness of Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) fuselage with apertures at 
different position when illuminated by different polarization plane wave is studied by using modal method of moments technique. 
Electric field shielding effectiveness is calculated at three different points inside the fuselage. The modal method of moment is 
described. Using the equivalence principle, the apertures are replaced by equivalent magnetic current sources, matching the 
tangential electromagnetic fields across the apertures. Green functions are then solved for unknown magnetic current amplitudes. 
The results show very good agreement of the proposed technique with results available in the literature. The results also show that 
the electric field shielding effectiveness is seriously affected by the position of apertures and polarization of the illuminating field. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

 
The classic aircraft is made of aluminum and titanium 

structure with an aluminum skin. Modern technology and the 
desire to develop more efficient aircraft have driven the 
introduction of carbon-epoxy structure, carbon-epoxy skins, 
and aramid fiber-epoxy skins in UAV. Aluminum may be a 
good EM shield against high Intensity radiated field(HIRF) 
and hence electronic circuits are provided inherent protection. 
However, some composites are poor EM shields, causing 
HIRF to irradiate the electronic systems on such UAV with 
relatively little attenuation. So electromagnetic shielding is 
an important technique in electromagnetic compatibility 
(EMC). It can restrain electromagnetic energy radiation and 
prevent the electromagnetic interference effectively. In this 
paper, the UAV fuselage and its windows have been 
simplified to a rectangle metal cavity with some apertures on 
both symmetrical walls. 

Metallic shielding enclosures are frequently employed to 
protect against radiation from both external EM fields and 
electromagnetic leakage from interior components. However, 
the integrity of these enclosures is often compromised by 
apertures of various sizes and shapes used to accommodate 
visibility, ventilation or access to interior components. Since 
these apertures at appropriate electromagnetic frequencies 
behave as very efficient antennas, they also become sources 
of electromagnetic interference problems for both EM 
emission and susceptibility. So it is very important to 
investigate the SE of shielding enclosures in the presence of 
these apertures. Several analytical and numerical techniques 
to estimate SE of metallic enclosures with apertures have 
been suggested in past years. Robinson et al. [1], [2] 
introduced a very simple analytical method based on 
transmission line model. However, this approach is limited 
by the assumption of thin apertures, simple geometries, 
negligible mutual coupling between apertures and fields can 
be calculated only at points in front of the aperture. In past 

years, some numerical techniques have been applied to the 
analysis of shielding effectiveness, such as finite difference 
time domain (FDTD) [3][4], finite element method (FEM) 
[5][6], method of moments (MoM) [7][8], transmission line 
matrix (TLM) [9][10] and hybrid method[11] are utilized 
with good accuracy over a broad frequency band at the cost 
of large amount of computer memory and CPU time. 
Deshpande introduced a moment method technique(modal 
MoM) using entire domain basis functions to represent 
apertures fields and therefore the magnetic currents on the 
apertures, which can evaluates the SE of a zero thickness 
enclosure exposed to a normally incident plane wave 
accurately at the center inside enclosure[12].Nowadays the 
EM shielding effectiveness has becoming a hot research area 
in electromagnetic compatibility. 

II. ELECTROMAGNETIC PROBLEM AND THE 

FORMULATION OF MODAL MOM 

The shielding effectiveness of an enclosure is defined 
as 

SE(dB)=-20log(
| |

| |
)                   (1) 

Where is the electric field at a given point inside 
the enclosure,  is the electric field at the same point 
in the absence of the enclosure. Therefore, the problem 
of estimation of shielding effectiveness is essentially 
the problem of calculating the cavity fields excited by a 
plane wave incident from free space upon the shielding 
enclosure. 

Fig.1 shows a rectangular enclosure with rectangular 
apertures exposed to a normal incident plane wave. The 
dimensions of the cavity are . There are r 
number of apertures and the dimensions of the rth 
aperture are . The orientation of the reference 
axes is also shown with the origin at the lower right 
corner of the front wall. 
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Figure 1.Geometry of rectangular enclosure with 
rectangular apertures exposed to a normal incident plane 
wav 

A. Apertures fields and equivalent magnetic currents 

In the Modal MoM formulation, we assume that the 
apertures are relatively small compared to the walls in which 
they are located and are placed far enough away from the 
edges of the enclosure. In addition, the edge diffracted fields 
are neglected. These assumptions enable us to use image 
theory and equivalence principles, using the surface 
equivalence principle, the apertures both internal (Region II) 
and external(Region I) to the enclosure can be replaced by 
equivalent magnetic currents of 

M=n (2) 
Where is the tangential electric field induced on the 
apertures and n is the aperture normal vector.  

z 0

sin
π

2

cos
2

cos
π

2

sin
2

3  

Where and	 are the unknown amplitudes of the pqth 
mode of magnetic current on the outer of the rth aperture, 

	 0	 and 	 0 for , 

, and 	 = 	 =0 otherwise. 

	 	 are	the	length	and width of rth aperture, and 
 are center coordinates of the rth aperture. ,	 are the unit 

vectors in x, y directions. The unknown amplitudes 
, are determined by setting up coupled integral 

equations.  
Using the equivalence principle, the equivalent magnetic 

currents are  
=	  

           = - ̂ (z=0) 

=∑ ∑ ∑ Ψ ∑ ∑ Φ  

=∑ (4) 

Where  

Ψ =sin( ) cos	                     

(5) 

Φ =cos( ) sin	                     

(6) 

B. Electromagnetic Field Due to Incident Wave 

 
Figure 2 Definition of angle of incidence and polarization. 

Fig.2 is the definition of incidence and polarization 
angles. The incident time harmonic plane wave 
illuminating the rectangular apertures on the cavity can 
be written as 

∅ ∅
∙  

=( ∅ ∙ )           (7) 

where 

∙ 	 sin ∅ ∅  

free space wave number; 

,∅  angles of incident plane wave; 

polarizationof the incident plane wave. 

From equation (7), the x-,y- and z- components of the 
incident magnetic field may be written, respectively as 

=	 cos cos∅ ∅ sin∅                     (8) 

= cos sin∅ ∅ cos∅                     (9) 

=	 sin                                              (10) 

For normal incidence ,with 0, =0,and ∅ 0,the 
incident field in the z=0 is given by = ,
0, 	 =0. 
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C. Electromagnetic field outside enclosure 

Consider the aperture on the z=0 plane, the scattered EM 
field outside due to the rth aperture can be determined by 
solving electric vector potential 

1
																																																	 11  

∙ 																															 12  

Where the electric vector potential  is given by 

4
2 																								 13  

Superposition of the scattered electromagnetic field due to 
all apertures on the z=0 plane gives the total scattered field 
as[Deshpande et al., 2000] 

4π
ψ  

-  

)                     (14) 

4π
ϕ  

-  

ψ )                      (15) 

∑ ∑ ∑ ψ

ϕ                     (16) 
In expressions (14)-(16) ϕ  is the Fourier transform of 
Φ  and ψ is the Fourier transform of Ψ  

D. Electromagnetic field inside enclosure 

The equivalent magnetic currents, present on the 
apertures of the enclosure, radiate electromagnetic fields 
inside the enclosure. The total electromagnetic field at any 
point inside enclosure is obtained by a superposition of 
fields due to each equivalent magnetic current source. 
considering the x- component of the magnetic current and 
using dyadic Green’s function, The total magnetic field 
inside the enclosure is then obtained from  [Deshpande et al., 
2000]as 

, ,
sin

 

mπ
a

sin  

cos cos 																	 17  

, ,
sin

 

cos  

sin cos 																 18  

, ,
sin

 

cos  

cos sin 															 19  

In (17)-(19),  

∬ Ψ , sin cos	  

Likewise, considering the y-component of the magnetic 
current and using the proper boundary conditions, The total 
magnetic field inside the enclosure is then obtained from  
[Deshpande et al., 2000]as 

, ,
sin

 

sin cos  

cos 																																			 20  

, ,
sin

 

cos  

sin cos 																			 21  

, ,
sin

 

cos  

cos sin 																		 22  

In (20)-(22),  

∬ Φ , cos sin	  

For a unique solution the electromagnetic fields in 
various regions satisfy continuity conditions over their 
common surfaces. The tangential electric fields over the 
apertures are continuous. The tangential magnetic over the 
apertures must also be continuous ,thus yielding coupled 
integral equations with the magnetic currents as known 
variables. The coupled integral equation in conjunction with 
the method of moments can be solved for the amplitudes of 
magnetic currents. 

E. Derivation of integral equation 

The total tangential fields inside the cavity from apertures 
are written as 

	 = +                            (23)     
	 = +                            (24) 

Applying the continuity of tangential magnetic field on the z 
=0 plane yields 
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Now selecting Ψ  as a testing function and use of 
Galerkin’s method reduces the (25) to  

,

																								 27  

where 

= ∑ ,  

( cos	  

+ Ψ Ψ∗ 						 28  

= ∑ ,  

cos  

4π
ϕ ψ∗ 			 29  

=∬ Ψ 																							 30  

Similarly, selecting Φ  as a testing function and 
use of Galerkin’s method reduces the (26) to  

,

																							 31  

where 

= ∑ ,  

cos	  

+ ψ ϕ∗ 			 32  

= ∑ ,  

cos	  

4π
ϕ ϕ∗ 			 33  

=∬ 																			 34  

Equation (27) and (31) can be written in a matrix form as 

=
0

		 35  

The matrix equation (35) can be numerically solved for 
the unknown amplitudes of equivalent magnetic currents 
induced on the apertures due to given incident field. From 
the knowledge of these amplitudes electromagnetic field 
inside as well as outside the enclosure can be obtained. 

III. VALIDATION OF THE PRESENT TECHNIQUE 

In this section, for the validation of the presented 
method, we consider a rectangular enclosure of size ( 

30cm 12 30 ) with arectangular aperture of size 
(10cm 0.5cm) located at the center ofthe front wall (15cm, 
6cm, 0),as illustrated in Fig.3. The enclosureis illuminated 
by a normal incident plane wave at 0 polarization.  

 
Figure3. Geometry of30cm 12 30  enclosure with 

a single aperture at (15cm, 6cm, 0) 
Assuming only expansion mode on the aperture and 

considering only dominantmode inside the cavity. the 
shielding effectiveness is calculated at the center of the 
cavity. electric field shielding obtained using expression 
(35) is plotted in Fig.4  along with the results from 
[Robinson at al., 1998]. It is observed that the numerical 
data obtained using thepresent method agrees well with the 
earlier published results.  Experimental data from [Robinson 
at al., 1998] is alsoreproduced in Fig.4. 

 
Figure 4.Electric field SEcalculatedat the center of 

30cm 12cm 30cm enclosure with a 10cm 0.5cm 
aperture located at 15cm 6cm in z=0 plane illuminated by 

vertical polarized plane wave. 
 

IV. P RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this paper, the UAV fuselage have been simplified to a 
rectangle metal cavity of size ( 30cm 12 30 ) with 
arectangular aperture of size (10cm 0.5cm) on the front 
wall (15cm, 6cm, 0). 

We are going to discuss the varying patterns of the 
electric field shielding effectiveness when the aperture is in 
the size of 100mm×5mm, and the corresponding changing 
with the variety of the aperture position, polarization and 
calculation point below. The calculation point of the electric 
field shielding effectiveness is x=150mm ， y=60mm ，
z=250mm、 150mmand50mm. Fig.5illustrate the aperture 
which centralized in y=6cm，x=24cm、20cm&15cm，z=0. 
In other words, when the three apertures are leveled down, 
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the corresponding shielding effectiveness curves are 
presented in Fig.7. (a) enclosure illuminated by vertical 
polarized plane wave,(b) enclosure illuminated by horizontal 
polarized plane wave.Fig.6 is the illustration of the aperture 
which centralized in x=15cm，y=10cm、8cm&6cm，z=0, 
namely, when the three apertures were laid down vertically, 
the corresponding shielding effectiveness curves are revealed 
in Fig.8. (a) enclosure illuminated by vertical polarized plane 
wave,(b) enclosure illuminated by horizontal polarized plane 
wave. 

 

Figure 5Horizontal apertures at three positions  

 

Figure 6Verticalapertures at three positions  

Fig.7 (a) and (b) show the similar varying patterns of the 
electric field shielding effectiveness curves when the 
resonant frequency is around 0.7GHz. Fig.7 (a) shows two 
jumps in z=5cm，0.82GHz，and it reaches to 60dB and 
0.74GHz, when x=24cm, and x=20cm correspondingly，
because of the effect of the mode configuration. The 
changing of shielding effectiveness is minor when x=20cm 
and x=15cm. But it increases dramatically when x=24cm, 
and the maximum could be approximately 10dB. 

Fig.7 (b) reveals the similar changing tenancy of the 
shielding effectiveness when the aperture is in x=20cm and 
x=24cm. However, there is no resonant phenomenon when 
aperture is in x=15cm. What’s more, there is no pattern to 
follow of the shielding effectiveness in the three test points. 
And the varying patterns of the shielding effectiveness are 
different in various frequencies. Comparing (b) with (a), the 
electric field SE of horizontal has about 15dB larger than that 
of vertical below 0.3GHz, between 0.4GHz to 0.6GHz and 
0.75GHz to 1GHz, the difference has up to about 35dB. For 
the electric field SE of the aperture located at x=15cm, it has 
no resonance below 1GHz, and almost all electric field SE 
are larger than 60dB, for the aperture located at x=15cm, its 
SE has even up to about 78dB at 0.5GHz. From discussed 

above, we can safely draw the conclusion that the enclosure 
with 10cm×0.5cm aperture has better electric field SE facing 
the horizontal polarization plane wave, especially for the 
aperture located at x=15cm. 

Fig.8 (a) presents the unnoticeable change of electric 
field shielding effectiveness when the aperture is changing in 
coordinate y under the circumstance that the frequency is no 
more than 1GHz and the shielding is exposed in the 
vertically polarized wave. Fig.8 (b) and Fig.7 (b) show the 
similar variation tendency of the electric field shielding 
effectiveness. 

                     
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 7.Electric field SE versus frequency at three 
different points(x=15cm, y=6cm, z=25cm, 15cm and 5cm 
respectively) inside 30cm×12cm×30cm enclosure with 
one10cm×0.5cm aperture  located at three different 
places(y=6cm, x=24cm, 20cm and 15cm respectively) in 
z=0 plane. 
(a) enclosure illuminated by vertical polarized plane wave. 
(b)enclosure illuminated by horizontal polarized plane wave. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 8.Electric field SE versus frequency at three different 
points(x=15cm, y=6cm, z=25cm, 15cm and 5cm respectively) inside 

30cm×12cm×30cm enclosure with one10cm×0.5cm aperture  located at 
three different places(x=15cm, y=10cm, 8cm and 6cm respectively) in z=0 

plane. 
(a) enclosure illuminated by vertical polarized plane wave. 

(b)enclosure illuminated by horizontal polarized plane wave. 
 

V. CONCLUSION 

 
In this paper, an efficient evaluation approach based on 

modal MoM technique is presented to evaluate electric field 
SE of enclosures with aperture at various places. Numerical 
results on electric field SE of a rectangular enclosure with 
aperture are validated with data available in the literature 
and measurement. In conclusion, rectangular aperture 
position could affect the cavity shielding effectiveness and 
the effect will be influenced by the polarization of the 
incident wave. The shielding effectiveness is increasing 
when the aperture is approaching the edge in the vertical 
polarization. And the impact on the cavity shielding 
effectiveness is larger when the aperture is in coordinate x 
than it is in coordinate y. Besides, there is no resonant 
phenomenon in horizontal polarization when the aperture 

locates in the central of the wall, and the variation patterns 
of the shielding effectiveness are irregular. 
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